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Abstract – A new computational system, ONUS, designed to calculate fuel performance related
quantities using individual fuel rod power histories from a full core, cycle design, neutronic
model, is presented. ONUS consists of coupling NNL’s ENIGMA-B fuel performance code with
Studsvik's core design and analysis package, CMS, as well as Studsvik’s automated core tracking
reactivity management tool, CMSOps. Since CMSOps updates the CMS model automatically
according to changes in actual plant operating data, detailed fuel rod power histories, reflecting
the actual operation of the plant, can now be used directly in the fuel performance assessment.
Using this capability, ONUS allows detailed fuel performance analyses for every fuel rod in the
reactor core for reload core design analyses as well as during actual reactor operations. This
directly addresses emerging issues related to fuel performance, e.g., initiative for zero fuel failures
by the year 2010 (Zero-10), directly. The computational burden of performing such detailed fuel
performance for every fuel rod in the core, as well as managing the enormous volume of data
involved, is addressed seamlessly via a hosted solution with an intelligent GUI for the end user.
I. FUEL PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW
Fuel performance has long been a part of reload core
design and analysis. Typically, only bounding analysis of
the most limiting fuel rods is included in the core design
process. In terms of actual plant operation, in order to
preclude fuel failures, most notably to protect against
Pellet Clad Interaction (PCI) failures, global power ramp
rates are restricted in lieu of performing fuel performance
analysis. Yet fuel failures due to PCI, continue to occur,
demonstrating a clear need for more robust fuel
performance assessment as part of operations.
Recently INPO (Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations) and EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute)
issued guidelines for reducing fuel failures (Zero-10).
These guidelines recognize that in order to diminish
occurring fuel failures, the current practice of only
restricting global ramp rates is not sufficient. In part
because this approach has two main disadvantages; a
significant number of ramp tests are required to provide

the necessary data for determining acceptable ramp rates,
and it is almost impossible to apply these limits to actual
reactor operations without being either overly conservative
under certain conditions or insufficiently conservative in
others [1].
In order to address these new guidelines, several
approaches have been offered to go beyond global ramp
rate restrictions toward looking at monitoring changes in
local power. But there are limitations to examining only
changes in local power.
Fig. 1 illustrates a deficiency in relying only on
changes in linear heat generation rate (LHGR) data for PCI
mitigation. In this example, fuel rods with large changes in
LHGR may be interpreted as suspect in terms of
susceptibility to PCI, when in fact they are not in violation.
Conversely, the illustration also points out that even small
changes in LHGR may be incorrectly concluded as not
limiting, when in fact since the initial LHGR was so close
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to the limit, the small change did indeed violate the PCI
limit.

susceptibility of a fuel rod to PCI failure. However,
PCI failure will not necessarily occur only by
formation of the crack by itself.
PCI crack length – Once a crack has formed in the
clad wall, the length and growth of the crack is a
direct indication of PCI failure. The failure threshold
inherently is if the crack length exceeds the clad wall
thickness.

Fig. 1. Example of deficiency of delta kW/ft model
PCI is a much more complex phenomenon than can be
inferred via changes in local power monitoring. The
premise of the work presented here is that more stringent,
actual fuel performance assessment (i.e., one that involves
actual thermo-mechanical calculations) is required. And
that this assessment should be conducted, not only during
cycle design analyses, but also as part of actual reactor
operations, in particular during power ascensions.
I.A. PCI – Clad Hoop Stress And PCI Crack Length
When the LHGR of a fuel rod increases the fuel rod
becomes prone to a failure mechanism known as PCI. The
specific failure mechanism is referred to as stress corrosion
cracking (SCC) and occurs at the inner wall of the fuel rod
cladding. As pointed out in the above example this LHGR
increase alone, however, is insufficient to cause a PCI
failure [2]. Although the power increase causes a
differential thermal expansion in the fuel clad, which in
turn generates a tensile stress in the cladding (hoop stress),
a certain final power level is also necessary for failure to
occur. This implies that a high temperature in the fuel,
leading to a release of a chemically aggressive fission
product (such as iodine) is also required for PCI to occur.
Furthermore, the failure is not immediate which suggests
that the crack has to develop and propagate to the extent
that the crack length is greater than the cladding thickness;
this means that the fuel rod may have to be at power for a
certain period of time.
Therefore, in order to properly assess vulnerability to
PCI due to local power changes, the key indicators from a
fuel performance perspective are maximum local
concentrated clad hoop stress, and maximum local PCI
crack length. (Note this is for Zircaloy clad fuel and is not
necessarily applicable for other cladding material.)
Clad hoop stress - is the stress that forces a crack in
the clad wall to “open up” and propagate through the
cladding. Formation of a crack is a prerequisite to
PCI and is therefore an ideal indication of the

It is important to note that the clad hoop stress and
PCI crack length are very much dependent on the
irradiation history (LHGR vs. exposure) as well as the
local LHGR of every fuel rod. Therefore, a full irradiation
history which includes the entire power history the each
and every fuel rod must be modeled as part of the PCI
assessment (i.e., LHGR vs. time for the entire time every
fuel rod has been in the reactor core).
I.B. Additional Fuel Performance Parameters
In addition to the key PCI indicators presented above,
there are also other fuel performance parameters that are
calculated as part of the ENIGMA-B fuel performance
code. Analyses of these additional parameters can also be
calculated using fuel rod power histories for every fuel rod
for the entire reactor core. Some of these parameters are
calculated in order to determine the aforementioned PCI
indicators.
Additional fuel performance parameters calculated by
ENIGMA-B include:
• fuel centerline temperature
• rod internal pressure
• clad strain
• rod growth
• clad fatigue and ratcheting
• clad oxidation and hydriding
These parameters are all important from a fuel
performance perspective; however, some may be of greater
importance depending on different fuel designs. For
example, in the case of MOX fuel, rod internal pressure
tends to be the limiting criterion due to the lower thermal
conductivity and higher powers at the end of life.
II. LINKING STUDSVIK’S CMS CORE MODEL
TO NNL’s ENIGMA-B FUEL PERFORMANCE CODE
Studsvik and the UK NNL (the former Research
Division of British Nuclear Fuels Limited (BNFL)) have
combined their respective expertise and experience to
create a robust detailed fuel performance solution capable
of analyzing every fuel rod in the core for core design and
operational support applications.
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This integrated fuel performance assessment solution,
called ONUS, combines the core design software suite
CMS, the automated core follow and reactivity software,
CMSOps, along with the NNL’s fuel performance code,
ENIGMA-B. The following sections provide some
background to these individual components of ONUS.
II.A.CMS - Core Design Software Suite
CMS is comprised of the CASMO lattice physics code
[3] and SIMULATE the steady state nodal core simulator
model [4], and is an established standard for fuel vendor
independent reload core design and analysis. Of the
existing approximately 340 PWRs and BWRs in
commercial operation today, over 220 have been analyzed
using CMS. In addition, by virtue of several cycles for
each of these plants having been modeled with CMS, there
exists over 1000 cycles of operations' worth of benchmark
of the system for each of the PWR and BWR types. CMS
is used by utilities, operating nuclear power plants, fuel
and reactor vendors, national laboratories and safety
authorities throughout the world making it the most
broadly applied and tested core design and analysis
package for LWR's in existence today.
Among the key capabilities of the system pertinent to
fuel performance is the ability of CMS to calculate
accurate three-dimensional individual fuel rod powers for
every fuel rod within the core. Thus, for each reload, the
core design as well as actual operation can be assessed for
compliance to allowable safety limits for thermal margin.
II.B CMSOps - Automated Core Tracking And
Reactivity Management
CMSOps is a derivative of the core monitoring system
GARDEL [5], designed for reactivity management
applications for operational support primarily to plant-site
reactor engineers. Using actual plant process signals as
input, CMSOps automatically updates the cycle specific
CMS model according to the changes in the plant data.
This automation incorporates actual plant operational
history directly into the CMS model. From this model
detailed full-core, three dimensional fuel rod power
histories (thus LHGRs for every fuel rod) are calculated
and archived along with actual plant operating data. These
detailed fuel rod histories can then be used in fuel
performance assessment by ENIGMA-B (see below).
CMSOps includes automated standard operational
calculation functions for reactivity management, such as
high notch worth calculation (BWR's), estimating critical
conditions (PWR's), axial shape guidance for power

maneuvers (PWR), shutdown margin calculation, cold
critical, as well as numerous others.
CMSOps contains the capability to recalculate past
operational events, as well as predictive capabilities for
power maneuver projections. Thus, planned power
maneuvers can be simulated and assessed for impact on
PCI prior to the actual maneuver taking place.
II.C ENIGMA-B – Fuel Performance
ENIGMA-B is a state-of-the-art computer code which
calculates the thermo-mechanical performance of a LWR
fuel rod in both steady-state and transient conditions. UO2,
mixed oxide (MOX), Inert Matrix Fuel (Yttria Stabilized
Zirconia) and (U,Gd)O2 fuel types and Zircaloy-2,
Zircaloy-4 as well as a range of low corrosion proprietary
alloys can be modeled. ENIGMA-B incorporates the
models necessary for LWR fuel performance analysis
under normal and “off-normal” conditions. The principal
processes and properties modeled are:
•
•
•
•

fuel thermal expansion
fuel thermal conductivity
transient thermal behavior
fuel irradiation, linear and
power law creep
• sintering of porosity
• inexorable solid fission
product swelling
• fuel grain growth
• burnup dependent radial
power variation
• fuel axial extrusion
• clad thermal expansion
• clad thermal conductivity

• clad primary and

secondary creep
• clad instantaneous

plasticity
clad axial growth
clad external oxidation
fuel pellet wheat-sheafing
stress concentration over
fuel cracks
• stable fission gas release
and swelling
• I-131 release
• fuel-clad gap conductance
• cladding fatigue
• coolant conductivity,
specific heat and viscosity
•
•
•
•

ENIGMA-B has been validated against a large
database of LWR rod irradiations including test reactor
data (e.g. Halden, Riso, Studsvik, BR3, and others) and
commercial data; in total over 500 rod irradiations with
burnups to 60 MWd/kgHM with limited data at 80
MWd/kgHM. A more detail overview of ENIGMA-B’s
capabilities can be found in Reference [6].
CMS provides the detailed three-dimensional, power
histories for every fuel rod in the core, as well as used as a
source for a large proportion of the design parameters
required e.g., fuel dimensions, ratings, etc. The results to
follow were generated using CMS fuel rod histories
analyzed with ENIGMA-B.
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II.D NEXUS
The fuel performance analysis of an entire reactor core
model involves analyzing tens of thousands of fuel rods.
Each fuel rod must be evaluated individually by ENIGMAB and the specific fuel rod power history from CMS must
be evaluated. After the ENIGMA-B results are available,
this data must be managed to provide a meaningful
presentation to the core designer or reactor engineer. To
address this issue NNL designed a system, named NEXUS
to perform this task.
NEXUS is a modular utility program that has been
specifically developed to allow a core designer or reactor
engineer to perform fuel performance analysis using
ENIGMA-B directly from the output of a CMS core
model. (An earlier version of NEXUS, called APPLES (A
Prototype Program Linking ENIGMA to SIMULATE) has
been previously published [7]).
One of the most important functions provided by
NEXUS is to ensure that the preliminary fuel performance
assessment can be completed by the core designer
efficiently. NEXUS allows the core designer with
relatively little knowledge of CMS or ENIGMA-B to
perform detailed fuel performance analysis of for the entire
core. Intuitive graphics allow the core designer to look at
entire core distributions as well as detailed assembly
distributions.
II.E GEMSTONE CPU CLUSTER
To perform this detailed fuel performance analysis for
thousands of fuel rods are required computational run
times of the order of 24 hours on a single CPU. However,
since each axial slice of each fuel rod is a unique,
independent calculation, it is simple to parallelize the
analyses. Therefore, NEXUS and ENIGMA-B were ported
onto a multi-core high performance cluster at the NNL,
known as GEMSTONE (“Group Enhanced Modeling
SoluTiOn for Nuclear Expertise”).
Using just 24 CPUs on this new cluster reduces the
run times to approximately 10 minutes, thereby making
such an analysis feasible for the core design process; the
speed up is due to a more steam-lined code, modern and
more CPUs. It should be noted that the run times are based
on fuel performance analysis for every fuel rod in a reactor
core using the entire irradiation history of each fuel rod,
which can equate to several cycles and tens of statepoints.
This is an important point to note in relation to the
potential for “real time” fuel performance assessments as
part of CMSOps and ONUS, discussed in the next section.

This approach has demonstrated significant reduction
in timescales and uncertainties traditionally associated with
the fuel performance analysis since detailed fuel rod power
histories are used and preliminary fuel performance
assessments are an integral part of the core design process.
By this direct approach many of the conservatisms
previously used in determining the most limiting rods in an
analysis have been removed. Quite simply, this approach
has integrated many aspects of fuel performance into the
core design stage of the process, ensuring that a core
design that appears acceptable in terms of traditional
figures of merit (e.g., cycle length, peak fuel rod powers
etc.) is also acceptable in terms of fuel performance criteria
(e.g., hoop stress, crack length etc.). Finally, using this
approach detailed fuel performance analysis for
operational support is also now a possibility.
III. ONUS
A natural extension of the coupling of ENIGMA-B
and CMS is to incorporate fuel performance analysis into
operation support. That is, to use fuel rod power histories
from the CMS model automatically updated during
operations by CMSOps for fuel performance analysis.
Significant effort has been expended to create a
system that provides ease of use as well as mitigate
prospect for user error (prevent-event aspect) by
automating calculational sequences typically required,
automated management of the computational resources and
simplifying the analysis via human factor considerations.
A flow diagram of the information and processing of
ONUS is presented in Fig. 2. The development of ONUS
envisioned is to take the existing infrastructure developed
by Studsvik for the CMSOps hosted solution and linked it
to NNL’s GEMSTONE cluster on which the detailed fuel
performance calculations are completed; again using the
existing tools and infrastructure.
CMS Models
Developed
Pin-by-pin data
generated

Completed by engineers as part of
the core design process
Generated automatically by
CMS/CMSOps

NEXUS generates
ENIGMA-B inputs

NEXUS automatically produces and runs
ENIGMA-B for every pin in the core; uses data
from CMS models

NEXUS collates
ENIGMA-B results

Thermo-mechanical performance results (temps,
oxide thickness, rod internal pressure etc) as
well as PCI criteria results

Pin-by-pin results
provided in format
governed by customer

Could be core maps showing regions of pins
most susceptible to PCI, histograms of those
pins violating the thresholds etc

Fig. 2. Flow of information developed in ONUS
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Ultimately, the intention is that the fuel performance
assessments will be completed in as close to real time as
possible by a combination of speed up of the analysis, but
primarily by utilizing a new restart capability in ENIGMAB. By using this capability, only incremental analyses are
required for each fuel rod and therefore limiting the
number of calculations to be completed as the cycle
progresses. This is notably different than most fuel
performance assessments where an entire irradiation
history from start of life to discharge is assessed and
thereby many tens of statepoints are required each time the
fuel performance code is used.

very little variation in crack length as the analysis was
completed at steady state conditions.

Within ONUS all data is encapsulated in an
administratively controlled environment for prevention of
errors and for quality assurance purposes. Results are
easily accessible and presented in an intuitive graphical
environment to the end user. The system is designed so that
no computational hardware burden is placed on the enduser and is configured to run on a cloud computing
environment as seen in Fig. 3.

Additional examples of results for every fuel rod in
the entire reactor core are presented in Fig. 6 to Fig. 8.
These figures show results of fuel rod internal pressure;
other calculated criteria can be graphically presented in
similar ways specified by the user, e.g., distributions of
fuel temperature, oxide thickness, fuel rod exposure, etc.

In the situation where these plots were for actual
operating histories from CMS, the reactor engineer may
wish to more closely monitor these fuel rods/assemblies to
ensure avoidance of violations in any PCI criteria and
therefore look to minimize the risk to fuel failure. It should
be noted that those fuel rods and assemblies that exhibit
the greatest clad hoop stress do not necessarily have the
greatest crack length, demonstrating the importance of a
full fuel performance assessment.

Fig. 3. The ONUS cloud computing solution (hosted
solution)
IV. RESULTS
A simple example of the whole core output for the PCI
criteria of hoop stress and crack length can be seen in Fig.
4 and Fig. 5. The results clearly show the fuel rods which
experience the highest clad stress and/or greatest crack
length. In the case of core design, this is useful in further
modifying the core loading pattern to satisfy fuel
performance requirements. Fig. 4 shows the clad hoop
stress calculated by ENIGMA-B and plotted using
NEXUS. The analysis shows the bi-modal nature of the
results; fresh fuel, where the fuel-clad gap has not closed
and so the clad is under compression and burnt fuel where
the gap has closed. Fig 5. shows the crack length (as a
percentage of clad thickness) distributions calculated by
ENIGMA-B and plotted using NEXUS. The results show

Fig. 4. Clad hoop stress plotted for every rod in the core
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Fig. 7. Histogram of PWR peak rod internal pressure
throughout life for every fuel rod in the core

Fig. 5. Crack length plotted for every fuel rod in the core

Fig. 6. PWR Peak fuel rod pressure throughout life for
every fuel rod in the core

Fig. 8. Fuel rod internal pressure distributions for typical
assemblies. Colors used to highlight violations using predefined limits (size of circle denotes magnitude of values)
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V. SUMMARY
By combining the respective expertise and experience
from Studsvik Scandpower and the UK National Nuclear
Laboratory, an integrated fuel performance, core design
and on-line performance monitoring system has been
developed.
The work to date has demonstrated how fuel
performance using ENIGMA-B can be efficiently coupled
to the accurate three-dimensional individual fuel rod power
histories from CMS. This coupling yields the following
benefits:
•
ONUS makes the application of detailed fuel rod
by fuel rod fuel performance analyses a reality not
only as part of the core design process but also for
actual operational support.
•
Streamlines the fuel and core design process –
fuel performance assessments are completed as an
integral part of the core design, thereby saving
time on iterations and re-work.
•
Incorporates actual detailed individual fuel pin
operating power histories - by using actual
operating histories (from automatic detailed
neutronic core follow calculations based on actual
plant process operating data) rather than bounding
histories provides greater margins, which is
particularly important as fuels duties continue to
increase.
•
Demonstrates good practice as part of “Zero-10”
– by conducting a fuel performance surveillance
during actual operations, any issues over power
maneuvers can be planned ahead, fuel criteria
(such as PCI criteria, rod internal pressure, clad
stress, etc.) are continually monitored day by day
and credit can be taken for any times of low
power operations.
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